Recognition of gene starts is a difficult and yet unsolved problem. We present a program, Dragon Gene Start Finder (DGSF), which assesses the gene start in mammalian genomes and predicts a region which should overlap with the first exon of the gene or be in its proximity. The program has been rigorously tested on human chromosomes 4, 21 and 22, and in a strand specific search achieves an overall sensitivity of $65% and a positive predictive value of $78%. The sensitivity for the CpG-island related promoters is >88%. DGSF is free for academic and non-profit users at http://sdmc.lit. org.sg/promoter/dragonGSF1_0/genestart.htm; the download version of the program integrated within the TRANSPLORER TM package can be obtained from Biobase GmbH, at http://www.biobase.de/.
INTRODUCTION
Prediction of gene starts is an important issue (1), since the promoter region around the 5 0 end of a gene contains crucial regulatory modules to activate a gene under different conditions and timing (2) . In prediction of the 5 0 ends of genes using the ab initio search, general gene recognition programs such as Genscan and Fgenesh (1, 3) are not very efficient as these programs mainly focus on the recognition of coding exons which, sometimes, can be very far from the gene's promoter (4, 5) . Specialized programs devoted to promoter search are more successful for this type of problem. Previous results and efficiency of promoter prediction (reviewed in 6,7) revealed that this problem requires far more efficient solutions. The greatest problem was that the increased sensitivity of prediction programs was inevitably accompanied by a high number of false positive (FP) predictions which rendered the programs unusable for large-scale analyses. The first breakthrough was made in 2000 with the appearance of PromoterInspector (8) which set up standards for promoter prediction accuracy. This was the first program that has made a significant proportion of true positive (TP) predictions with an acceptable level of FP predictions (9, 10) . Following PromoterInspector, a number of new generation promoter prediction programs appeared (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , most of which claimed similar or better accuracy. Analysis of these programs reveals that, generally, the most efficient were those (11) (12) (13) 17 ) that relied on either the concept of CpG-islands (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) or those which exploited G þ C richness around the promoter region (16, 18) . CpG islands seem to be the most prominent marker of genes in mammalian genomes (23) which justifies their use in the annotation of the human genome (24, 25) . CpG islands are also suggested as the global genomic signal to enhance promoter predictions (26) . In this article we present a system, Dragon Gene Start Finder (DGSF), which exploits the concept of CpG islands for the prediction of promoters.
OUTLINE OF THE IMPLEMENTED ALGORITHM
Full details of the implemented recognition algorithm are provided on-line at the program's web page 'System model'. Here we present the outline of the algorithm implementation (Supporting Material 1, available as Supplementary Material) to enable users to have a clear picture of the general concepts utilized and the resulting program constraints. DGSF predicts a region that ideally overlaps with the first exon of the gene or is in its proximity. It also assesses the gene start. DGSF combines three systems to achieve these goals: (i) the Dragon Promoter Finder (DPF) system (14, 15, 18) ; (ii) the system which estimates the presence of the CpG islands; (iii) the system which combines information obtained from (i) and (ii) into the final predictions using sensor fusion methods, data preprocessing and an ANN (artificial neural network). DPF searches for transcription start sites (TSSs) on both strands of the query DNA sequence. When a CpG-island is detected, every prediction of DPF within [À3700, þ3700] relative to the midpoint of the detected CpG-island is assessed to find out if the combination of that TSS prediction and the CpG-island is the one which suggests the start of the gene. The best combination is selected by the system. For each detected CpG island the combination algorithm selects at most one predicted TSS location such that, when combined with the other input data, the ANN produces the highest score above the userselected threshold. This threshold is the only parameter which the user can change to influence the program's performance.
There is no guarantee that the algorithm will identify the TSS prediction closest to the actual TSS location. The bias in selected TSS locations is removed based on a statistical analysis (see formulae for predicted region in Supporting Material 2, available as Supplementary Material). The corrected TSS positions are denoted as gene starts with the 'GS' identifier in the report file.
The ANN is a four-layer network which uses 'logsig' transfer functions (27) for the hidden and output layers. It has 10 neurons in the first hidden layer, 15 neurons in the second hidden layer and one output layer neuron. It is trained by the optimized backpropagation algorithm (28) with weight decay and for optimal separation of the 'correct' versus 'wrong' combination of the found CpG island and related TSS predictions of DPF.
WEB SITE DESCRIPTION
The DGSF portal allows users to input the sequence in FASTA, GenBank, EMBL, IG, GCG or plain formats by either pasting it into the input box or by reading it from a file. A snapshot of the program's portal is shown in Supporting Material 3, available as Supplementary Material. Sequences of <100 000 nt in length can be submitted for an analysis. By default, the system will make predictions on both strands and the predictions are strand specific. First, the predictions on the 'þ' strand will be presented, then predictions on the 'À' strand. If the query sequence has regions or nucleotides which are not A, C, G or T, but other letters from the IUPAC ambiguity code set (29) , such as R, M, N, etc., the system skips such areas. It will also report any such segment composed of 100 or more successive ambiguous nucleotides. This handling of insufficiently defined regions in the query sequence aims to help wetlab biologists in sequence manipulation and the analysis of results. The user can change this minimum length of gaps in the DNA sequence for reporting purposes. Predictions of DGSF are CpG island related, i.e. the assessed gene starts are contained within the detected CpG island. The program allows for the two modes of operation: interactive and non-interactive. The interactive mode is suitable for wet-lab biologists to have a more detailed analysis of the predicted promoter/gene start region. Due to its simple report format the non-interactive mode is suitable for an inspection of the presence of the CpG island related promoters. For convenience, users have a test sequence available (human CST3 gene for cystatin C, HSCST3G, Accession number X52255) at the program's web page 'Test sequence'. In the non-interactive mode only the report page will be presented to the user in a separate window (Supporting Material 4, a report page for the test sequence, available as Supplementary Material). For the same test sequence in the interactive mode, predictions are shown as in Supporting Material 5, available as Supplementary Material. Using radio button fields at the report page, the user can select which of several possible predictions he wants to examine further. The user can select a region around the assessed gene start and subject that segment to analysis by the MATCH TM program (30) 
REPORT PAGE
A report page is displayed using two letter identifiers SQ, PO, GS, ST, TH and UD associated with the information presented. SQ stands for the sequence identifier if any; PO stands for the region that is expected to overlap or to be in proximity of the first exon; in the interactive mode it is shown in red color for easy observation; GS stands for the assessed gene start (note that the position indicated by GS is not the same as the prediction of DPF); in the interactive mode it is shown in blue color for easy observation; ST stands for the strand where the gene is; TH stands for the threshold used in predictions; UD stands for the bounds of the DNA segments consisting of 100 or more successive nucleotides which are not fully defined. The user can change the minimum number of the undefined nucleotides in gaps to be reported.
In the sample report file (Supporting Materials 4-6, available as Supplementary Material), the test sequence is analyzed. The single stranded sequence has 7292 nt. A gene start is on the 'þ' strand at 1010 (the 5 0 end of mRNA falls on 1010 'þ' strand). The gene start is predicted by the system at position 992. The region that should overlap with the first exon is from [862, 1604] counted from the 5 0 end of the submitted sequence. The system also made one prediction on the 'À' strand.
SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFICIENT PROGRAM USE
DGSF is designed under the assumption that there is no evidence for gene presence in the query DNA sequence. Its primary aim is to produce an approximate assessment of the locations of gene starts and promoters in such a blind search. DGSF assesses the CpG island presence in the sequence and makes predictions of gene starts within the CpG islands. Sequences which are >100 000 nt would need to be segmented. The default threshold is 0.994. The recommended range for the threshold is [0.99, 1]. By increasing the threshold, the user reduces the number of expected FP predictions, but also reduces the sensitivity. By decreasing the threshold the sensitivity should increase at the expense of more FP predictions. At the default threshold DGSF detects more than 88% of the CpG island related promoters, which is a very high sensitivity for this promoter class. Note that if promoters in the sequence are not CpG island related, then no matter how much the threshold is reduced, the system will not make predictions. If the analysis does not produce predictions, then either there are no CpG island-related promoters in the sequence, or the existing CpG island promoters require a lower threshold for detection. If the reduced threshold does not result in positive predictions, then it is likely that the sequence does not contain CpG island related promoters.
Because the assessment of the gene start is only approximate, a more detailed search for TSSs, including alternative TSSs, can be done by DPF (14, 15, 18) , or some other programs efficient in locating TSSs. We suggest a search in the range [À4000, þ4000] relative to the location of the assessed gene start. Since the total number of predictions that DGSF makes at the default threshold on the whole non-masked human (36 080 predictions) and mouse (<45 000 predictions) genomes is relatively small, this search for TSSs is, in fact, very focused.
PERFORMANCE
Details regarding the program's performance and comparisons with several other programs, are presented at the program's web site pages 'Accuracy' and 'Hum. chr. 4,21,22'. In these analyses DGSF achieves favorable results. To train and test the DGSF system we used a large dataset and procedure explained at the program's web site. We evaluated the trained system on whole human chromosomes 4, 21 and 22. These chromosomes contain $500 000 000 nt used in a two stranded analysis. Chromosome 4 is the most G þ C-poor (38%), chromosome 21 has a G þ C content of 41%, just below the average for the whole human genome (42%), while chromosome 22 is the second G þ C richest chromosome (48%) and the most well annotated. No sequences from these chromosomes were used in the training of DGSF. The predictions were matched to the gene starts obtained by mapping full-length cDNA sequences from DBTSS (31, 32) .
DGSF achieves an overall sensitivity of 65% with a positive predictive value (ppv) of $78%, while in the category of CpG island related promoters it achieves sensitivity >88%. The criteria used are explained at the program's web page 'Accuracy'. To the best knowledge of the authors, the only program that achieves higher overall sensitivity with an acceptable level of FP predictions is FirstEF (13) .
BENEFITS OF USING DGSF WITH REGARDS TO OTHER SIMILAR SOFTWARE
DGSF makes strand specific predictions, assessment of gene starts, allows for several different formats for query sequences, allows for the analysis of promoter region content based on TRANSFAC database and reports on gaps in the query sequence. Our comments refer to PromoterInspector (8), CpGProD (17), CpG-promoter (11), Eponine (16) and FirstEF (13) . Benefits of using DGSF over these programs are as follows. Firstly, none of these programs allows for a more detailed analysis of the predicted promoter region (based on the TRANSFAC or any other transcription factor database), nor do they report gaps in the sequence. Secondly, all these programs, with the exception of PromoterInspector, allow only FASTA format of the query sequences. Additionally, PromoterInspector, CpGProD and CpG-Promoter do not make strand specific predictions and do not predict gene starts. PromoterInspector has very limited web access and CpGProD requires that the query sequence be previously masked by RepeatMasker (A.F.A. Smit and P. Green, unpublished data).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.
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